[Study on Chinese Medical Syndrome Distribution in Adjuvant Chemotherapy Period of Colorectal Cancer].
Objective To study the Chinese Medical (CM) syndrome distribution in patients with colorectal cancer in adjuvant chemotherpay period. Methods Totally 160 patients with colorectal cancer were recruited and clinical data for the CM syndromes before receiving adjuvant chemotherapy, in the early, mid and after period of adjuvant chemotherapy were collected. The distribution and dynamic chan- ges of CM syndromes were observed. Results The primary CM syndrome before chemotherapy were yin deficiency induced inner heat with dampness (40 cases, 40. 0%) and qi deficiency syndrome(30 ca- ses,30. 0%) concluded by 14 symptoms during cluster analyses among 100 cases.The primary CM syn- drome at the early period of adjuvant chemotherapy was Pi and blood deficiency syndrome (60 cases, 50.0%) , closely followed by syndrome of yin deficiency induced inner heat (45 cases, 37.5%) by 16 symptoms during cluster analyses among 120 cases. The CM syndrome at the mid period of adjuvant chemotherapy consisted of syndrome of Gan-heat and Pi-deficiency(51 cases ,44. 7%), syndrome of qi and blood deficiency (40 cases,35. 1%) , as well as Pi-deficiency with dampness syndrome (19 cases, 16.7%) by 22 symptoms during cluster analyses among 114 cases; at the period after adjuvant chemo- therapy, the major CM syndromes was deficiency syndrome, including qi and blood deficiency syndrome (32 cases,29. 1%), Pi-deficiency syndrome(29 cases,26. 4%) and Gan-Shen yin deficiency syndrome (49 cases,44. 6%) by 24 symptoms during cluster analyses among 110 cases. Conclusion During the period of adjuvant chemotherapy in colorectal cancer patients, the mainly CM syndromes shows the defi- ciency syndrome.